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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Máximo Azofra has contributed to the dictionary with 10 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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antolique
Resolution of some children's game that consisted of crushing or tapping a fragile grass on the loser's head, with a small
sharp stone or weaving, by the winners and that could last until the start of a slight wound. Severe throbbing headache.

cavidar
Fishing.  A practice of putting a net in which fish are trapped.  It is installed in any type of drain at the time the emptying
of the embalmed water begins or in the case of salt water during the pleamar.  When it is dry, fishing is collected. I'm
inclined to write the v-word to give it a differential meaning.  Fit . 

choclear
Make a cabbage, dive in. 

embizcar
Inciting two or more people or animals to fight. 

Gurrumañas
GurrumañasAvery loving that is given to a young child for its attractive and friendly appearance.  He has a certain
contemptuous affection. 

guardabajo
Guard some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be succumbing, falling, defeating, falling physically or
psychologically

guardabajo-acorrillar
There is a default error in shipping.  Guardabajo and acorrillar are different concepts. 

repañera
It's a scolding man. It has two meanings: collect something that has been thrown into the albur and make a draw. It may
be a derivation of the Galician word rebuke or the Spanish apañar . 

samurciada
Fresh water from a spring or river that has been momentarily occupied by the action of the tides and that has a certain
salt content. 

sejo
Between days and nights.  Dusk. 


